
Nalanda International School, Gohana
Summer Vacation Homework

Grade 6

SCIENCE

Revise chapter 1,2 and 3 of science text book .Do the following questions in a separate notebook.

High Order Thinking 

Q1.The neck of a person appears to be swollen. Name the deficiency disease he/she is suffering from and what 
is the cause of this disease?
Q2.If a person complains of spongy and bleeding gums, general weakness and pain in the muscles, which
deficiency disease is he suffering from? What is the cause of this disease?
Q3.Radhika on a very cold day, took 3 blankets to keep her warm whereas her brother, Raghav, took only one
thick blanket with thickness equal to 3 blankets. Who will get more warmth  and why?
Q4.Why did early man not migrate to colder region?
Q5.What advantage does cotton has over synthetic cloth?
Q6. Why are humans considered omnivores?
Q7. You are the manager of a restaurant; make a list of food items you would serve in lunch.
Q8. Write down the ingredients used to prepare the oral dehydration solution (ORS).

SCIENCE MAGZINE –

 Q1.Write name and ingredients of 10 popular dishes from different states of India. Draw/Paste photograph if 
possible.
Q2. The nutritional information on food label helps us to make healthy and safe food choices. Cut and paste the
nutritional information box of five different packaged food products.Observe the nutritive value of various
nutrients.

SOCIAL SCIENCE

1. On a political map of India mark all the states and capitals and learn the positions of the states.
2. On a political map of world mark all seven continents.
3. On a political map of the world mark all five oceans.
4. Take a small size ball of blue colour and mark the following:

a. Equator
b. Tropic of cancer
c. Tropic of Capricorn
d. Arctic circle
e. Antarctic circle
f. North Pole
g. South Pole

(Use a black permanent marker for marking)

5. Revise the syllabus done in the month of April and May



ENGLISH

COMPOSITION

Write Message for the following:

Q 1. You are Vinay. You came home from your friends home. Your mother was not at home. You realised 
that you had forgotten your notebook at your friend's home. You decided to go back to get your n 
otebook. You mother's cell phone was lying at the dining table, thus you decided to write a 
message for her

Q 2. An uncle of your society called at your residence and asking for your father. Your father has gone for a 
meeting. Now you have to go to your tuition class. So leave a message for your father as it was urgent.

Q 3. You mother called to your class teacher. She said that she has to go outside urgently. You should be 
careful while you enter the house as a mirror was broken and it was not cleaned. Your teacher has to go 
for a meeting so she left a message for you. You are Mahi.

LITERATURE

1.Learn Q/Ans of Reader Book Chapter – 2, 3
2.Learn Q/Ans of Supplementary Chapter –  2, 3
3.Revise the rules and exercise of Grammar Chapter 5, 6

COMPUTER

1. Revise Ch 1, 2 of book.
2. Find and learn shortcut keys of MS-Word and MS-Excel (at least 20 for each).
3. Find and learn at least 20 MS-Excel formulas.

MATHEMATICS

1. Revise Ch-1 to 4 in a separate notebook.

ASSIGNMENT

*Solve the given assignment in Holidays Homework Notebook

1 Round off 543927 to their nearest thousand.
2 By how much is 3279001 smaller than 1 Crore.
3 Inset commas suitably and name according to the International system of numeration, the number 

4004600222
4 The sum of greatest and least numbers of three digit number formed by 4, 5, 0 (digits not repeated)
5 The cost of two chairs is Rs. 2500. Find the cost of five such chairs?
6 Find the value of 382×15+118×15.
7 Find the product by rearrangement: 2×200×1500×30
8 Use distributive properly and find the value of 275×105
9 Find sum by rearrangement: 234+67+166+133
10 If the cost of 20 books is Rs. 3500. What is the cost of one book?
11 What is the H.C.F of 120 and 192? Hence find their L.C.M.?



12 Find all prime factors of 120?
13 What are the factors of 54?
14 What do you mean by (a) right angle (b) Twin-prime
15 Write twin prime pairs less than 20.
16 Draw following angles

a. Acute angle b. right angle c. obtuse angled. reflex angle
17 What are parts of the circle?
18 Draw quadrilateral and state:

a. Opposite sides b. Opposite angles
c. Adjacent sides d. Adjacent angle

19 Draw a line, ray and line-segment. Define them also
20 Draw an open curve and a closed curve.


